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Abstract: This communication presents ModSCO, a web application that supports systematic energy performance evaluation using Reduced Order Models (ROM). These models are particularly useful in scenario with missing, incomplete or uncertain building information. The paper describes the theory behind ROM grey-box modelling and presents case studies that support the smart operation of energy systems by generating Energy Conservation Opportunities (ESCOs) for instance, to help ISO 50001 implementation. The ROM demonstrated to provide accurate results with a reduced effort. The acceptable calibration tolerance provided by the ASHRAE Guideline 14 is been used to demonstrate the ROM’s accuracy. Additionally, the ModSCO architecture and user interface is also described.
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1. Introduction

The energy performance gap between the building design and operation stages is well documented in literature. Common errors across the Building Life Cycle can reach to 150–250% increase in energy consumption [1]. Extensive energy retrofit programs are in place to tackle this gap. Based on a BPIE study, 5% of all renovations in Europe are extensive/nZEB renovations achieving 60% energy reduction [2]. However, some barriers for the uptake of nZEB deep-renovation remain such as: process complexity, poor skillsets, uncertainty about post-renovation’s energy performance and unclear financial mechanisms [3].

To overcome these barriers, the HIT2GAP Project (“Highly Innovative building control Tools Tackling the energy performance GAP”) [4], proposes the online BEMServer platform which advantage of building energy data and provides with a range of assessment tools [5].

This research paper presents one of these tools, the ModSCO module [6]. This module uses a Reduced Order Model (ROM) based on grey-box modelling methods to support the smart operation of energy systems and can be used to generate Energy Conservation Opportunities within the ISO 50,001 continuous improvement cycle [7]. This tool provides users with an interface to a ROM model without the need to install proprietary software. A grey box model structure was selected as underlying model thanks to the capability of these models of estimating the energy consumption in the typical scenario where the technical information about the building is missing and/or high uncertainty regarding the model parameters is present [8].

Section 2 presents the model used in the analysis and outlines the methods used for model development and calibration. A description of the ModSCO web interface is presented in Section 3.
Pilot case studies are shown in Section 4, Section 5 discusses simulations results and finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions.

2. Underlying Core Reduced Order Models Used in ModSCO

The ModSCO module makes use of Reduced Order Models based on grey box model developed by using the Modelica language programming [9]. Grey box models are a combination of black and white box models. They take the advantage of both methods by coupling the physical meaning and structure from the white box paradigm and the statistical approach and parameter estimation from the black box approach. In particular, the Modelica ROM used in ModSCO simplifies the physical description of the building using thermal network analogies and considering the system complexity as an electrical problem by means of resistances and capacitances. Figure 1 shows the RC-network diagram representing the ROM developed.
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**Figure 1.** The ModSCO ROM RC-network diagram.

The ModSCO ROM is composed of 5 resistances and 3 capacitances plus inputs regarding the internal gain, the solar radiation and the system heat gains. The resistances and capacitances of the ROM can be divided in two main groups: (1) The first aggregation (CM, RM) is used to lump the building internal wall and slabs and (2) the second cluster (REA, CE, RIE) is used to lump the whole building opaque and transparent envelope. RAI is the resistance used to simulate the air infiltration and natural ventilation and finally CAIR is the room capacitance represented in Modelica by using the MixingVolume element. QWS and QOS are the heat gain generated by the solar radiance through windows and opaque surfaces, a new component WeatherData has been created for evaluate these variables. QIG is estimated by the InternlGain component created in Modelica to calculate the heat gains due to people, lighting and electric equipment. Finally, QIH is the system heat gain which uses a new component H/CSystem for its calculation.

With the ROM resistances and capacitances described, a number of software tools were used to generate the core model used in ModSCO. Proprietary tools such as Dymola [10], and open source tools like JModelica [11] and Open Modelica [12] were used to generate the final Functional Mock-up Unit file (FMU) for the ModSCO core model. Some of the R-C elements of the models still need to be calculated using a spreadsheet provided online and customized for the users of ModSCO. The info needed at this spreadsheet can be collected through data collection and surveys. The formulas used to calculate these parameters are based on methods defined in a range of European Standards, e.g., calculation of walls resistance is based on ISO 6946 2007 [13]. A simplified calibration procedure is implemented by automatically comparing the resulting baseline model energy consumption simulated with the actual energy consumption data, and by verifying that the NMBE and the CV-RMSE indexes are into the ASHRAE 14 [14] recommendation of 5% and 15%. A simple calibration for the energy consumption was done by adjusting the uncertain parameters within an estimated range. The uncertain parameters were selected following the assumption made by Giretti et al. [8].
3. The ModSCO Web Interface to ROM

The ModSCO application main concept is to expose a generic ROM model where a number of variables (the model parameters) are modifiable and setup by the user. When parameter sets are generated then the model is simulated at the user request and results can be consulted. The core model sits statically in the application as an FMU file. This contains the equations, libraries and solvers to run the model so no critical dependencies or external firmware needs to be run. Once the FMU is generated, the model contained in it is called using a long open-source stack (PyFMI and dependencies) and integrated in the server side of ModSCO. Web interface to data, variables, parameter sets, results and HIT2GAP/BEMServer integration was developed using Django MVC framework [15]. The following is a summary of the main features as a result of the HIT2GAP project efforts. The features developed can be demonstrated for selected rooms at the Alice Perry Engineering Building pilot site:

- Simulation of the FMU contained model through a web interface. This is achieved by using python based FMI implementation PyFMI package and its dependencies. The web app runs this task asynchronously using a messages queue (RabbitMQ [16]) and asynchronous task scheduler (Celery [17]). ModSCO architecture is shown in Figure 2;

  ![ModSCO Architecture Diagram](image)

  **Figure 2.** The ModSCO application architecture.

- Setup of different models using forms and handling of model administration actions such as edit, delete, save as new model or create a new model (see Figure 3);
- Retrieval of model results and visualization, this can be achieved using the web interface or downloading csv files for user manipulation;
- Generation of calibration jobs. Generation of a collection of different models and simulation with variations in a range of parameters in order to be calibrated by third party applications such as Calibro [18];
- Integration with HIT2GAP/BEMServer. This feature is only available through BEMServer/Hit2Gap portal authenticated access.
4. Case Studies

The models described has been used using three rooms of the Alice Perry Engineering Building of the National University of Ireland Galway (NUIG) as case studies. The first room was the Post Grads Areas 2053 and 3053 located on the second and third floor and served by AHU 103, the second room was the Lecture Theatre G47 placed on the ground floor and conditioned by the AHU 101A and finally the third has been the Computer Labs 2016 and 2017 situated on the second floor served by the AHU105. A survey has been done for all the three rooms to collect construction data, thermal and electric energy consumption of AHUs and thermal system for years 2015 and 2016.

5. Results and Discussion

Data for the three case studies selected was analysed and used following the method in Section 2. The data collected have been used to fill the spreadsheet and calculate the required R-C values. A semi-automated calibration routine was performed using a python script. Figure 4 summarizes the uncertain parameters changed during the calibration procedure for the Computer Lab.

For all the three rooms the results have satisfied the ASHRAE calibration criteria. In particular, the Post Grad Area provided a NMBE = 0.39% and a CV-RMSE = 9.80%, the Lecture Theatre a NMBE = 0.09% and a CV-RMSE = 8.81%, and finally the Computer Lab a NMBE = 0.32% and a CV-RMSE = 7.08%. Figure 4 shows the comparison between real and simulated consumption. Additional graphs can be generated using ModSCO (e.g., monthly deviation or cumulative energy consumption).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>efficiencyCold</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiencyWarm</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThermostatRange[°C]</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRate [kg/s]</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Calibration uncertain parameters on the right and Comparison of Real vs Simulated energy consumption of the Computer Lab 2016-2017.
For the Computer Lab the methodology was then further validated with the followed 2016 year data by changing weather file, occupancy schedules, AHU setpoints, and AHU heating and cooling switch. The results obtained are similarly positive and satisfy all calibration criteria with a NMBE = 1.42%, CV-RMSE = 11.10%. In the same room the script was also used to test the impact of a control scenario based on temperature setpoint. For 2015, the setpoint temperature of the Computer Lab was fixed to 22 °C. A control scenario by using 20 °C for the winter season and 24 °C for the summer season has been tested. This implementation results with a yearly electric energy saving of 2100 kWh.

6. Conclusions

Reduced Order Models were used to estimate the energy consumption of three university rooms. The models were tested and validated using real data from the Alice Perry Engineering Building at NUIG. Calibration results were in the acceptance range of ASHRAE Guideline 14 for yearly energy consumption prediction. The ROM then is used to test the impact of a control strategy. The use of ModSCO is illustrated, emphasising the user easy to setup, fast to run, and accurate ROM models can support impact evaluation of environmental and energy retrofit scenarios using a limited information and uncertain data.
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